
 

CHAPTER V 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

After making analysis of Sidney Sheldon’s RecklessNovel of Tracy character. I 

conclude as follows: This novel tell about a woman that is Tracy grief to death of her child 

which causes by Althea then Tracy feels hate to murder which is done Althea. At first, Tracy 

is a great female detective in America so there is one woman working in the same place with 

Tracy. When Tracy out in her office and she want focus on the new family with her husband 

and her child. Althea also follows out from her office. She becomes a great criminal. She 

terrorizes to Tracy family. Tracy does not know about Althea. Althea kills Nick so Tracy feels 

deep grief and she feels very hate towards Althea. Tracy promises that she would bring Althea 

into prison but does not happen because Tracy immediately kills Althea. However, there are 

has conflicts in We Could Be Beautiful. The conflicts are internal conflict and external conflict.  

The theme of this term-paper is ‘grief and hate in novel Sidney Sheldon’s Reckless by 

Tilly Bagshawe’. In order to prove the theme, I applied both intrinsic and extrinsic approaches. 

By using intrinsic approach, I analyze some character in this novel through method of 

characterization (First-person participant) – such as Tracy Whitney, Althea and Jeff – the 

analysis of setting, and I told the plot of the story from it is exposition, complication, crisis, 

falling action and resolution. While the analysis of the extrinsic approach, I use grief and hate. 

This research can give us something that we can learn in our livesthat deep sense of grief 

that a mother feels when she sees her child dies due to friend’s problem. A mother will not 

keep quiet with this incident. She will do various things to find the killer of her son.If you have 

big problem, you have to finish it. Or may you tell to other people. Through the way, we do 

not keep too heavy burden in our mind. Psychological condition gets worse because our physic 

has heavy burden in our mind.If we always open to other, positive thoughts from others can 

take effect for us. If we experience grief over the death of our loves people, we should be able 

to accept  the fact even if it is bitter. If it is difficult, we must to do therapy to avoid the things 

that it makes our psychology disturbed. 

 As suggestion, by understanding the characterization and psychology that exist in this 

term paper easily the readers can see the theme of this research. They also can get a lesson and 

moral values from this term paper. This term paper reminds us that grief  is subconcious that 

everybody have it. However, if we cannot control it as well, it will cause serious psychological 

disorderled. Beside that, for the student of English Department especially those who are 



 

interested in this novel, this novel is analyzed through new perspective, psychoanalysis or other 

concepts which in this study examined the potential for another concepts. 

 


